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Abstract: 
In 2001 a detailed exploration of soil contamination took place in the mountainous region Hruby Jesenik located 
in northeastern part of the Czech Republic. This region was selected for the higher contamination of 137Cs after 
Chernobyl accident. For monitoring of an area about 100km2 aerial monitoring system IRIS (located on board of 
helicopter MI-17) was used. The parameters of measurement were: flight height above ground 80 m, speed 100 
km/h, distance of flight lines 250m, intervals of spectra recording 1s. For more detailed exploration of ground 
contamination in this area complementary ground-based mobile group measurements were performed. 
 

1. Introduction 
During years 2000 – 2001 a detailed exploration of soil contamination took place in 

the mountainous region Hruby Jesenik located in northeastern part of the Czech Republic. 
The point of monitoring was to survey an area about 100km2. Monitoring system IRIS 
(located on board of helicopter MI-17) and mobile radiometric system MK (located in car) 
were used. 

The ground explorations were performed by mobile groups of National Radiation 
Protection Institute (NRPI) and mobile groups of Regional Centers of State Office for Nuclear 
Safety (RC SONS) of the Czech Republic. The aerial monitoring was realized by mobile 
group of NRPI in cooperation with Czech Army providing helicopter and crew. 

 
2. Description of locality 

The surveying polygon was irregular tetragon designated with following vertex points: 
villages Velké Losiny, Pusté Žibřidovice, Červenohorské sedlo and a mountain Keprník 
(Figure 1). The area of the surveyed polygon was about 100km2. This mountainous region 
was not very easy for aerial surveying due to altitude variances (400 – 1400 m) because 
helicopter should respect the constant height above terrain.  

This region was selected for higher contamination of   137Cs after Chernobyl accident.  
 

3. Instrumentation and surveying method  

3.1. Airborne monitoring  
The Gamma Radiation detection system IRIS (Integrated Radiation Information System) 

produced by PicoEnvirotec (Figure 2) was used for airborne monitoring. System IRIS consists 
of:    

• Gamma Spectrometer GRS410 with two NaI(Tl) detectors (effective volume  4 dm3  

each); 256 channel MCA; energy range: 50 – 3000keV); 
• Control console (color graphic display; touch screen controls; main processor; digital 

data storage), removable portable keyboard, software; 
• Radar altimeter; 
• GPS navigation system (NOVATEL); 
• Pilot guidance display serving for accurate helicopter control. 
For subsequent assessment were recorded during the flight: spectrum, coordinates, 

height above ground, values of gamma ray dose rate and activities of artificial (137Cs) and 
natural occurring radioactive nuclides (40K, 214Bi, 208Tl). Activities were automatically 
corrected to altitude. 
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IRIS was installed on board of the helicopter Mi17. The approximate flight parameters 
were: 

 Flying speed: 100km/h, 
 Altitude: 80m, 
 Line spacing: 250m, 
 Measurement time: 1s. 

 
3.2. Ground monitoring 

A mobile radiometric set MK placed in a car is used for a ground exploration and 
consists of dose rate monitor GR130 miniSpec (Exploranium), GPS (Garmin) and notebook 
with specially developed software PDE (Figure 3). Software PDE records values of the dose 
rate, measuring time and coordinates. Measuring time is possible to change in the range 1s – 
300s.  

The path parameters were: 
 Driving speed: max. 40 km/h. 
 Measuring time: 10s.  

 
Detailed mapping was performed by mobile groups of the NRPI and RC SONS. Every 

group had to explore a small locality. Localities were selected to cover area corresponding 
(partly) with the airborne polygon. Since mobile groups are equipped with current cars Škoda 
Felicia (not very suitable for this type of terrain) monitoring was performed only on 
accessible road.  

 
4. Results 

Regarding to a great volume of measured data results were processed and presented only 
in a graphic form. Activities and dose rates are plotted in the map of measured locality. For 
this purpose map software MapInfo was used. The results from aerial and ground 
measurements are presented in Figures 4 -7. 
 
4.1. Airborne monitoring 

Calculated activities of 137Cs ranged from 15 to 170 kBq/m2 and activities of natural 
radioactive nuclides were found in usual values. Calculated dose rates ranged from 30 to 
700nSv/h related to 1m above ground. The results from aerial measurements are in Figures 4 -
6. 
4.2. Ground monitoring  

Measured dose rates ranged from 40nSv/h to 200nSv/h. Dose rates were corrected on 
reducing by chassis and coachwork of the car to correspond with values measured in open air 
1 meter above ground. The results from ground measurements are in Figure 6. For the 
comparison of airborne and ground measurements see Figure 7. 

 
5. Discussion and Conclusion 

Due to difficulty to respect flight altitude in very mountainous terrain altitude corrections 
were necessary. The accuracy of corrections was not yet verified because of a difficult 
verifying process. 

 From the graphic results in the maps of examined area there is a visible higher surface 
contamination of soil with 137Cs. The contaminated areas are mostly continuously interrelated 
without marked restricted and locally isolated extremes. There is a visible correlation between 
contamination by 137Cs and dose rate but in areas with higher contamination only.  
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The measured activities over the area of Hruby Jesenik do not surpass common values in 
territory of Czech Republic. 

Explanation of an appearance of higher contamination of 137Cs in some valleys is not 
quite explicit. It is possible there is a displacement of contamination from higher places into 
valleys what can be in motion lasting 15 years and possibly can be accelerated by 
modification of chemical and physical compounds of 137Cs. The great rains in 1997 could 
extremely contribute this too. 

The other reason for overvaluation of activities and dose rates during measurements 
can be caused by calibration assumed an infinite uniform plane and a 2π geometry to a 
detector, but the real geometry in case of valleys is higher (>2π; see [3]). 

There is only one way to verify this theory. It is to take samples of soils in incriminate 
areas and to measure them in laboratory. This verification was not done. 
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Figure 1 – Map of locality 

 
 

Figure 2: IRIS 

 
 

Figure 3: Radiometric system MK 

 
 

Figure 4: Airborne map – 137Cs soil contamination 

 
 

Figure 5: Airborne map – gamma dose rate  
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Figure 5a: Airborne map – gamma dose rate  

 
 

Figure 6: Vehicular map – gamma dose rate 

 
 
Figure 7: Comparison of airborne and ground measurements, 

map of gamma dose rate  
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